Chromatin remodeling and the maintenance of genome integrity.
DNA damage of any type is threatening for a cell. If lesions are left unrepaired, genomic instability can arise, faithful transmission of genetic information is greatly compromised eventually leading the cell to undergo apoptosis or carcinogenesis. In order to access/detect and repair these damages, repair factors must circumvent the natural repressive barrier of chromatin. This review will present recent progress showing the intricate link between chromatin, its remodeling and the DNA repair process. Several studies demonstrated that one of the first events following specific types of DNA damage is the phosphorylation of histone H2A. This mark or the damage itself are responsible for the association of chromatin-modifying complexes near damaged DNA. These complexes are able to change the chromatin structure around the wounded DNA in order to allow the repair machinery to gain access and repair the lesion. Chromatin modifiers include ATP-dependent remodelers such as SWI/SNF and Rad54 as well as histone acetyltransferases (HATs) like SAGA/NuA4-related complexes and p300/CBP, which have been shown to facilitate DNA accessibility and repair in different pathways leading to the maintenance of genome integrity.